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POWERS SHEET Character Template



Character Name



Skill



Add



Skill



Value



Add



Value



Apportation Comjuration



Alteration Divination



Spells/Powers



Eff.



Arcane Knowledge



Diff.



Add



Backlash



Equipment



Requirements



Value Axiom Level



Axiom level



S



M



L



Bonus Chart Die Roll Bonus #



3 1 2 4 -12 -10 -8



5 6 -5



7 9 11 13 21 26 31 36 41 46 8 10 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 +5 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 +1
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